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Abstract: Cloud computing is newly formed technology in which resources of the computing
infrastructure are used as services on web. It easily handles new challenges for the PHR
data security and access to the PHR data when user wants to transmission of data for
sharing on cloud, which is not between same trusted owners of data. To provide security
against the unauthorized server, previously or existing method usually used is cryptography,
encrypting the data using key which is only decrypted by the authorized user. It is hard to
manage key arrangement and management of data. It is not suitable and well scale. The
scalability and security related to access control of data still not remove. In this, the new
access policy is introduced that the encryption is based on data attributes. Attribute Based
Encryption method (ABE) used to encrypt each patient’s PHR data file. It is different from
previously used method of data outsourcing, in that we considering the multiple PHR data
owner. This technique reduces the key arrangement problem of owner and user. We achieve
the goal data security and sharing problem of data between multiple domain data owner is
resolved. After extensive analysis and test results shows that our system technology are
highly suitable and properly secure under the previous security techniques[1][2][3].
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is a method of delivering technology to the user. Cloud computing pattern is
very important in academia as well as in industry. By merging the set of existing and new
methods from research and test areas such as visualization and Software Oriented
Architecture (SOA).In cloud computing resources are provided as service to the user over
internet. Cloud computing is also used in Business model to provide the services to the
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consumer. The business models provides the old as well new technology to the user, this
term explain as Y as a service (YAAS) where Y could be a software, hardware or data
storage. Y is provided as service to the user [4].
Our approach is to encrypting the data before the transmission using the attribute based
encryption. The PHR owner decides the access of the data to the users. The authorized
person can use PHR data for their professional and public use. In this we divide the system
into two parts public and private domain. To protect the PHR data we used attribute base
encryption (ABE). Attribute is very important in attribute based encryption scheme. Attribute
based encryption build the access policy using the user’s private key and describe the
encrypted data with the users attributes. Attribute based encryption as the two main
advantages:
a. Communication overhead of the web is removed.
b. To provide the fine grained access control.
In recently years cloud has emerge to provide the many application based services satisfy the
users requirements. Cloud provides the storage application in which the users are able to
store the data on cloud and share it. And user can access this stored data from anywhere.
We just have to pay money for required space on cloud. Cloud server is operated by the
commercial provider. Storing the users data secure from storage server is not only option but
it is the main requirement of the cloud user. There are three types of cloud computing
services
1) Software as a service (SaaS)
2) Platform as a service (PaaS)
3) Infrastructure as a service (Iaas)
We are using cloud for personal health record data storage only in our system.

1.1 Attribute-based Encryption Scheme[5]
According to these schemes, a summary of the criteria, that ideal attribute-based encryption
schemes, are listed as follows,
1.1.1

Data confidentiality

Before uploading data to the cloud, the data was encrypted by the data owner. Therefore,
unauthorized parties including the cloud cannot know the information about the encrypted
data.
1.1.2 Fine-grained access control
In the same group, the system granted the different access right to individual user. Users are
on the same group, but each user can be granted the different access right to access data.
Even for users in the same group, their access rights are not the same.
1.1.3 Scalability
When the authorized users increase, the system can work efficiently. So the number of
authorized users cannot affect the performance of the system.
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1.1.4 User accountability [17]
If the authorized user is dishonest, he would share his attribute private key with the other
unauthorized user. It causes the problem that the illegal key would share among
unauthorized users.
1.1.5 User revocation
If the user quits the system, the scheme can revoke his access right from the system
directly. The revocable user cannot access any stored data, because his access right was
revoked.
1.1.6 Collusion resistant
Users cannot combine their attributes to decipher the Encrypted data. Since each attribute is
related to the polynomial or the random number, different users cannot collude each other.

2. FRAMEWORK FOR PATEINT-CENTRIC IN PHR
In PHR System, there are multiple owners and multiple users. The Owner points to patient
who has control over PHR data, i.e. they can create, manage or delete the data. There is
central server that can store all PHR data. Users can use PHR data through server for read
and write and user can access multiple owners' data. The PHR system uses standard data
format for to storing the data. The PHR files are arrange in hierarchical way.
2.1 Requirement Model
To achieve “patient-centric” PHR sharing the main requirements is that patients control the
authorized to access PHR document
 Data Confidentiality: Unauthorized user does not satisfy attribute access policy
or they do not have key access privilege for decrypting PHR data.


On-demand revocation: when the user attribute no use then user do not able to
access PHR files using that attribute this is called as “attribute revocation”.



Scalability, efficiency and usability: The PHR system should support users from
both the personal and public domain. Since these user from the public domain
may be large in size and not able, the system should be highly scalable, in
terms of complexity in key management, communication, computation and
storage. Additionally, the owner’s efforts in managing users and keys should be
minimized to enjoy usability.



Write access control: In this system we prevent unauthorized user for
accessing information. This system is very flexible i.e. we can dynamically
makes changes into the system with authorized user.

2.2 Security Model
In this system server find out important information stored into PHR files. On other hand user
also try to access data but due to ABE it cannot get it properly. In the additional third party
loaded with private and public key, entity authentication done by challenge-response protocol.
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2.3 Framework overview in PHR
The main goal of this framework is to that provide security for accessing the data and
management of data same time. The idea is divided the system into two parts i.e. public
domain and private domain. Public domain consists of doctors, nurses and insurance
companies. In personal domain user can give the authority for accessing or updating of data
to its friend or closed relative. In this both type we use ABE (attribute based encryption) for
encrypting or decrypting the data. User in public domain access data with secret key
indirectly by interact with system. The public domain consists no of user so it reduces the key
management in both owner and user. Each data owner is trusted of its own personal domain,
which manage secret key and access the data. In personal domain attribute refers to intrinsic
property of data. The user in personal domain is less so it reduces the burden of the owner.
When encrypting the data owner need intrinsic properties.
The use of ABE is to encrypt data for safe storage. This data can access by authorized user
from the server. On-demand user revocation is made possible in ABE.

3. LITERATURE SURVEY
Scalable and Secure Sharing of Personal Health Records in Cloud Computing Using
Attribute-Based Encryption [6]


The author proposed that,” Personal Health record management system is
emerging patient centric model used for storing information on third cloud in
encrypted format which is invisible for third party, And also to exchanging
information which is stored on cloud. To ensure patients about storing information
on cloud Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) technique is used.”



The main goal of our framework is to provide secure patient-centric PHR access
and efficient key
management at the same time. The key idea is to divide
the system into multiple security domains (namely, public domains and personal
domains) according to the different users’ data access requirements.[7]



In existing system, there are multiple users who can encrypt information in their
own ways, either using same cryptographic key or different cryptographic keys also
there arrangement to done key ESROW in which data can decrypted present in
this key hence there may be possibility third party can gain access.



Information updates. A PHR user/owner can update their sharing policy for an
existing PHR document by updating the attributes (or access policy) in the cipher
text. The supported operations include add/delete/modify, which can be done by
the server on behalf of the user.



Break-glass. When an emergency happens, the regular access policies may no
longer be applicable. To handle this situation, break-glass access is needed to
access the victim’s PHR. In our framework, each owner’s PHR’s access right is
also delegated to an emergency department. To prevent from abuse of break-glass
option, the emergency staff needs to contact the ED to verify her identity and the
emergent access via the ED [8][9].
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4. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Fig.1: Block Diagram


We are trying to provide secure patient-centric personal health records (PHR)
information which is stored on semi trusted web server and cloud server and
finding the complex & challenging key management aspects. In order to provide
more security to personal health data stored on a server for that purpose we are
including attribute based encryption technique (ABE) as main encryption
technique.



In existing system there are multiple owners who create multiple encryption keys
with their specific ways using different set of cryptographic keys, which leads
complexity and key management issues. Using ABE we are able to access the
terms and policies of particular person using id (attribute) which enables patients
to respectively share PHR among all patients. We can encrypt users file without
knowing complete list of users. The difficulties about encryption key generation are
very rare.



As per attribute based encryption we have to one unique id for each patient. A key
which may valid only for one user which is not common among all. In India we
consider then each person has its unique ADHAR CARD number. So now we are
providing ADHAR CARD number as attribute for each person. Encryption is done
through that attribute whenever we want to search the PHR the we have to just
enter his ADHAR CARD number.



Also we endeavoring the comparative search in which patient who can see
another patients suffering from similar disease. It is up to patient to take treatment
or not.



We also trying to organ donation system which is another part of our project that
may help in to find out the organ donor. This system is directly linked with donning
camp while filling registration form it is optional for donor to donate his organ its
not mandatory. Whenever some of donors will found then an email is directly sent
to the needed donning camp. In future we make it as SMS based system.
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5. CONCLUSION
We conclude that the PHR management using attribute based encryption is reliable for the
patients and doctors of today’s busy world. The patients will not require standing in such a
big queue for the check-up. They can easily take an appointment by this PHR system. It also
conclude that the patient can easily store their Personal Health Records i.e. PHR on Cloud
Server by unique ADHAR CARD number. For security purpose this health records are stored
in unreadable format on cloud. Health records storing on cloud server reduces marinating &
managing file.
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